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Introduction

» Introduction
WEH GMBH PRECISION CONNECTORS
Innovation is our tradition
Over many years WEH® products have established themselves in the international gas industry. Products range from quick
connectors for testing, filling and evacuating of portable gas cylinders right up to high-performance check valves and linear
valves for filling, evacuating and mixing of gases. Complete filling rigs and gas mixing plants complete the product range.
Working in collaboration with our customers on demanding applications is our norm. Solving customer demands for special
solutions are an everyday activity for us. WEH® Connectors have vastly improved productivity and enhanced test procedures
in both safety and performance. As the world-wide leading manufacturer of test connectors offering a whole range of unique
products for connection technology we can confidently address your most demanding applications.
WEH is a global thinking and acting group of companies whose products are used in all parts of the world. In Europe WEH
GmbH has two subsidiaries, one in Great Britain and the other one in France and also another subsidiary in the USA.
WEH® - The clever connection
New knowledge, attained from customers’ requirements, enhance our competence in connection technology daily. And so
our customers benefit from inventive and fully developed solutions. Being the specialist for Connection solutions, WEH
supplies, a wide range of standard quick connectors, as well as numerous individual and customized solutions.
just send us your inquiry with a drawing and detailed operating conditions such as pressure variations, medium, temperature
variations and any other information you may feel necessary. Our engineers will then develop the best solution for your
application.
Testing laboratory
Modern, unique test equipment guarantees a comprehensive examination of all our products from design to manufacture.
Quality management
FFor WEH GmbH one of the uppermost company principles is quality. The latest manufacturing facilities and continuous
improvement processes guarantee the highest quality standards.
WEH GmbH is certified to ISO 9001.
Distributors
For personal advice WEH has worldwide representation.
You will find a list of our distributors at www.weh.com

ILLUSTRATIONS

Construction of a mixing plant with WEH® Components

4

Lateral view: twin banked valve construction
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» Introduction
TV17 HIGH PRESSURE VALVES - NEW AND INNOVATIVE HIGH PRESSURE VALVES FOR THE GAS INDUSTRY
The type TV17 is the latest in a series of innovative gas products WEH has
developed over many years.
This catalogue features the TV17 valve series for gas handling applications.
Reduction of the number of valves needed for gas mixing plants
By integrating a check valve and venting valve into the TV17, the total number of
valves in a system may be reduced and a compact assembly achieved.
In addition the TV17 valve series has compact dimensions and is low in weight,
with high flow rates and extremely low flow noise.

TV17GO with pneumatic actuation

Broad range of accessories for enhanced functionality
Different types of actuation are available, e.g. by a pneumatic actuator or a manual lever.
Increased functionality can be achieved with the range of accessory options, e.g. output signal indicators, flow restrictor, flow
control silencer etc. (see page 18).
Alternative construction, materials, nominal diameters and pressure ranges are also available.
Benefits
• Compact design
• High flow rates
• Quiet in operation
• Light weight (starting with 5 kg incl. pneumatic actuator)
• Ease of assembly
• Low investment costs
• Reduction of the number of valves needed
Application
The innovative high pressure type TV17 valves set new standards in assembling gas mixing plants.
Setup of complex valve systems
Gas mixing plants for evacuating, filling, mixing and controlling gaseous media, e.g. air, nitrogen, argon, helium, carbon
dioxide, nitrous oxide, hydrogen, methane etc. - can be built cost effectively with the multi-function valves TV17.
The system combines a stop valve with options, such as automatic venting and integrated check valve, either with manual
actuation or pneumatic actuator; thus facilitating both the control and the maintenance of the gas mixing plant as well as
reducing investment costs.
Vacuum applications
The TV17 valves can also be used for vacuum applications.
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Overview

» System overview
OVERVIEW VALVE SYSTEM AND OPTIONS
Example of TV17GER with accessory options:

Two different actuations:
Pneumatic actuator | page 8
Manual lever | page 8

Output signal indicator
manual | page 19

Flow control
silencer
page 20

P1

Output signal indicator
electrical | page 19
B1

Flow restrictor
manual | page 20

M

Adaptors
page 22 - 23

B2
P2

Check valve
page 21
Adaptors
page 22 - 23

Four different types:

Vent fitting
page 21

page 10 - 17

Definition ports
B1

Media inlet

B2

Media outlet

P1

Pilot pressure port, compressed air 6 - 8 bar

P2

Venting port

M

Ports for measuring accessories,
e.g. output signal indicator and flow restrictor
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» System overview
OVERVIEW TYPES AND FUNCTIONS
The TV17 series contains four different types:
•
•
•
•

TV17GO - Shut-off valve
TV17GE - Shut-off valve + automatic venting
TV17GR - Shut-off valve + check valve
TV17GER - Shut-off valve + automatic venting + check valve

TV17GO Shut-off valve
The high pressure valve type TV17GO is designed as a shut-off valve for pressurized gases.
(see page 10)

TV17GE Shut-off valve with automatic venting
The high pressure valve type TV17GE is designed as a shut-off valve for pressurized gases.
Additionally the outlet port of the valve is vented after closing.
For vacuum applications a check valve has to be mounted to port P2.
(see page 12)

TV17GR Shut-off valve with check valve
The high pressure valve type TV17GR is designed as a shut-off valve for pressurized gases.
The valve prevents backflow of the medium at the outlet port. Therefore no gases can enter the inlet
port.
(see page 14)
TV17GER Shut-off valve with automatic venting and check valve
The Block & Bleed valve type TV17GER is also designed as a shut-off valve for pressurized gases.
The valve automatically vents the space between the shut-off valve and the check valve.
Therefore no gases can enter the inlet port.
For vacuum applications a check valve has to be mounted to port P2.
(see page 16)

Different valve functions
Characteristics
Shut-off valve - closed / opened

TV17GO

TV17GE

TV17GR

TV17GER

x

x

x

x

Automatic venting of the outlet port

x

Automatic venting of the inlet port

x

Check valve
Media flow one-way from inlet port B1 to outlet port B2

| www.weh.com
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» System overview
OVERVIEW ACTUATIONS
The TV17 series is available with pneumatic and manual actuation.

1

Pneumatic
actuator

2

TV17GER with pneumatic actuator

Manual
lever

TV17GER with manual lever

1 Pneumatic actuator

Pneumatic actuation is preferably used for setting up gas mixing plants using
standard compressed air for the actuation. The valve can be easily switched from
NO to NC and vice versa.

2 Manual lever

The manual actuation is used where switching operations have to be controlled
manually. The valve is opened or closed by turning the hand lever into the respective
end position. The manually actuated valve is ideally suited for the replacement of
ball valves.

8
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» System overview
OVERVIEW ACCESSORIES
TV17
pneumatic actuation

Characteristics

TV17
manual actuation

Output signal indicator, manual

x

Output signal indicator, electrical

x

Flow restrictor, manual (not in conjunction with output signal indicator)

x

Flow control silencer

x

Check valve for type TV17GE/GER
(absolutely necessary for vacuum applications)

x

x

Vent fitting (only for type TV17GE/GER)

x

x

Adaptors

x

x

Adaptor

Check valve

Flow control
silencer

Vent fitting

Output signal indicator

| www.weh.com
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2.1 |

TV17GO

» High pressure valve TV17GO
DESCRIPTION

TV17GO with pneumatic actuation

TV17GO with manual actuation

The WEH® TV17GO High pressure valve is designed as a shut-off valve for pressurized gases. The compact design makes the
TV17GO ideal for installation into gas mixing plants.
The valve is available with pneumatic actuator (normal position: NC or NO) or manual lever.

TECHNICAL DATA
Characteristics

Basic version

Functions
Automatic venting

No

Check valve

No

Vacuum operation

Yes

Flow direction

One-way (B1  B2)

Actuation

Pneumatically for automatic control (e.g. via SPS)
or manual with actuation lever

Symbols
pneumatic:
P

P

NC

NO

manual:

Specifications of valve
Nominal bore DN

12 mm

Operating pressure PS

Max. 420 bar

Leak rate

5 x 10-3 mbar x l/s

Temperature range

-30 °C up to +60 °C

Specifications of pneumatic actuator
Pilot pressure port P1

G1/4“ internal thread

Pilot pressure

6 - 8 bar

Measuring port M

M28x1.5 external thread

Material
Parts
(within media flow)

Brass and stainless steel 1.4305

Inlet valve seal

PEEK

O-rings / back-up rings

EPDM / PTFE / FKM

Springs

Steel 1.4310

Other designs on request

10
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» High pressure valve TV17GO
ORDERING | WEH® TV17GO High pressure valve with pneumatic actuation
approx. dimensions (mm)

D1

B1

B2

M

P1

L2

A/F46

A/F46
L1

Side view

Front view

Part No.

DN

Normal position

B1 / B2 (external thread)

L1

L2

D1

C1-117583

12

NC

UNF 1 3/8“-12

239

70

65

C1-117591

12

NO

UNF 1 3/8“-12

239

70

65

ORDERING | WEH® TV17GO High pressure valve with manual actuation
approx. dimensions (mm)

D1

B1

B2

L2

A/F46

A/F46
L1

Side view

Front view

Part No.

DN

B1 / B2 (external thread)

L1

L2

D1

C1-117587

12

UNF 1 3/8“-12

239

97

65
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» High pressure valve TV17GE
DESCRIPTION

TV17GE with pneumatic actuation

TV17GE with manual actuation

The WEH® TV17GE High pressure valve is designed as a shut-off valve for pressurized gases. Additionally the outlet port of
the valve is vented after closing.
The compact design makes the TV17GE ideal for installation into gas mixing plants. A check valve has to be mounted in the
venting line to prevent ambient air from entering the valve outlet when venting.
The valve is available with pneumatic actuator or manual lever.

TECHNICAL DATA
Characteristics

Basic version

Functions
Automatic venting

Yes

Check valve

No

Vacuum operation

Yes

Flow direction

One-way (B1  B2)

Actuation

Pneumatically for automatic control (e.g. via SPS)
or manual with actuation lever

Symbols
pneumatic:
P

NC

manual:

Specifications of valve
Nominal bore DN

12 mm

Operating pressure PS

Max. 420 bar

Leak rate

5 x 10-3 mbar x l/s

Temperature range

-30 °C up to +60 °C

Specifications of pneumatic actuator
Pilot pressure port P1

G1/4“ internal thread

Venting port P2

G1/8“ internal thread

Pilot pressure

6 - 8 bar

Measuring port M

M28x1.5 external thread

Material
Parts
(within media flow)

Brass and stainless steel 1.4305

Inlet valve seal

PEEK

O-rings / back-up rings

EPDM / PTFE / FKM

Springs

Steel 1.4310

Other designs on request
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» High pressure valve TV17GE
ORDERING | WEH® TV17GE High pressure valve with pneumatic actuation
approx. dimensions (mm)

D1

B1

B2

M

P1

L2

P2
A/F46

A/F46
L1

Side view

Front view

Part No.

DN

Normal position

B1 / B2 (external thread)

L1

L2

D1

C1-117585

12

NC

UNF 1 3/8“-12

239

70

70

ORDERING | WEH® TV17GE High pressure valve with manual actuation
approx. dimensions (mm)

D1

B1

B2

L2

P2
A/F46

A/F46
L1

Side view

Front view

Part No.

DN

B1 / B2 (external thread)

L1

L2

D1

C1-117589

12

UNF 1 3/8“-12

239

97

70
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TV17GR

» High pressure valve TV17GR
DESCRIPTION

TV17GR with pneumatic actuation

TV17GR with manual actuation

The WEH® TV17GR High pressure valve is designed as a shut-off valve for pressurized gases. The valve prevents backflow of
the medium at the outlet port. Therefore no gases can enter the inlet port.
The compact design makes the TV17GR ideal for installation into gas mixing plants.
The valve is available with pneumatic actuator or manual lever.

TECHNICAL DATA
Characteristics

Basic version

Functions
Automatic venting

No

Check valve

Yes

Vacuum operation

Yes

Flow direction

One-way (B1  B2)

Actuation

Pneumatically for automatic control (e.g. via SPS)
or manual with actuation lever

Symbols
pneumatic:
P

NC

manual:

Specifications of valve
Nominal bore DN

12 mm

Operating pressure PS

Max. 420 bar

Leak rate

5 x 10-3 mbar x l/s

Temperature range

-30 °C up to +60 °C

Specifications of pneumatic actuator
Pilot pressure port P1

G1/4“ internal thread

Pilot pressure

6 - 8 bar

Measuring port M

M28x1.5 external thread

Material
Parts
(within media flow)

Brass and stainless steel 1.4305

Inlet valve seal

PEEK

O-rings / back-up rings

EPDM / PTFE / FKM

Springs

Steel 1.4310

Other designs on request
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» High pressure valve TV17GR
ORDERING | WEH® TV17GR High pressure valve with pneumatic actuation
approx. dimensions (mm)

D1

B1

B2

M

P1

L2

A/F46

A/F46
L1

Side view

Front view

Part No.

DN

Normal position

B1 / B2 (external thread)

L1

L2

D1

C1-117584

12

NC

UNF 1 3/8“-12

239

70

65

ORDERING | WEH® TV17GR High pressure valve with manual actuation
approx. dimensions (mm)

D1

B2

B1

L2

A/F46

A/F46
L1

Side view

Front view

Part No.

DN

B1 / B2 (external thread)

L1

L2

D1

C1-117588

12

UNF 1 3/8“-12

239

97

65
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TV17GER

» High pressure valve TV17GER
DESCRIPTION

TV17GER with pneumatic actuation

TV17GER with manual actuation

The Block & Bleed WEH® TV17GER High pressure valve is also designed as a shut-off valve for pressurized gases. The valve
automatically vents the space between the shut-off valve and the check valve. Therefore no gases can enter the inlet port.
The compact design makes the TV17GER ideal for installation into gas mixing plants. A check valve has to be mounted in the
venting line to prevent ambient air from entering the valve outlet when venting.
The valve is available with pneumatic actuator or manual lever.

TECHNICAL DATA
Characteristics

Basic version

Functions
Automatic venting

Yes

Check valve

Yes

Vacuum operation

Yes

Flow direction

One-way (B1  B2)

Actuation

Pneumatically for automatic control (e.g. via SPS)
or manual with actuation lever

Symbols
pneumatic:
P

NC

manual:

Specifications of valve
Nominal bore DN

12 mm

Operating pressure PS

Max. 420 bar

Leak rate

5 x 10-3 mbar x l/s

Temperature range

-30 °C up to +60 °C

Specifications of pneumatic actuator
Pilot pressure port P1

G1/4“ internal thread

Venting port P2

G1/8“ internal thread

Pilot pressure

6 - 8 bar

Measuring port M

M28x1.5 external thread

Material
Parts
(within media flow)

Brass and stainless steel 1.4305

Inlet valve seal

PEEK

O-rings / back-up rings

EPDM / PTFE / FKM

Springs

Steel 1.4310

Other designs on request
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» High pressure valve TV17GER
ORDERING | WEH® TV17GER High pressure valve with pneumatic actuation
approx. dimensions (mm)

D1

B2

B1

M

P1

L2

P2
A/F46

A/F46
L1

Side view

Front view

Part No.

DN

Normal position

B1 / B2 (external thread)

L1

L2

D1

C1-117586

12

NC

UNF 1 3/8“-12

239

70

70

ORDERING | WEH® TV17GER High pressure valve with manual actuation
approx. dimensions (mm)

D1

B2

B1

L2

P2
A/F46

A/F46
L1

Side view

Front view

Part No.

DN

B1 / B2 (external thread)

L1

L2

D1

C1-117590

12

UNF 1 3/8“-12

239

97

70
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» Accessories
OVERVIEW
For the TV17 valve series various accessories and adaptors are available. The following diagram shows the different parts.

Output signal indicator
manual

Output signal indicator
electrical

1

4

P1

2

Flow control
silencer

B1

Flow restrictor
manual

3

M

Adaptors

7

B2
P2

Check valve

Adaptors

7

6

5

Vent fitting

Definition ports
B1

Media inlet

B2

Media outlet

P1

Pilot pressure port, compressed air 6 - 8 bar

P2

Venting port

M

Ports for measuring accessories,
e.g. output signal indicator and flow restrictor

18
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» Accessories
ORDERING
The following accessories are available:
1 Manual output signal indicator for pneumatic actuator
Application: Output signal indicator for pneumatic actuator (port M)
Function: A pin (visible | not visible) indicates if the valve is opened or closed
Standard design: stainless steel 1.4305
approx. dimensions (mm)

85

Part No.

Description

C1-76590

Manual indication of valve position

M28x1.5

Ø 12

Ø 35

A/F32

2 Electrical output signal indicator for pneumatic actuator
Application: Output signal indicator for pneumatic actuator (port M)
Function: The ‘Namur‘ proximity switch (port M) can be used to transmit the valve position.
This is a common requirement in automated process plants.
Standard design: stainless steel 1.4305
approx. dimensions (mm)

101

M28x1.5

Ø 12

M8x1

Ø 35

A/F32

Part No.

Description

C1-76878

Valve position electrically transmittable (EX) + cable

C1-101585

Valve position electrically transmittable

| www.weh.com
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» Accessories
3 Manual flow restrictor for pneumatic actuator
Application: For limitation of the valve opening degree (port M)
Function: The opening stroke of the valve is changed by turning the set screw, thus limiting the flow.
Note: Not possible in conjunction with output signal indicator!
Standard design: stainless steel 1.4305
approx. dimensions (mm)

Part No.

Description

C1-118778

Adjustment of the valve opening

M28x1,5

Ø 44

Ø 12

120

4 Flow control silencer for pneumatic actuator
Application: For regulation of the switching parameters (port P1).
Function: Soft valve opening
Standard design: stainless steel 1.4305
approx. dimensions (mm)

Ø6

G1/4"

A/F17

33.5

20

Part No.

Description

C1-78813

Flow control silencer

D-2012/03/00738-2-3 | www.weh.com

» Accessories
5 Check valve
Application: For vacuum applications with TV17GE/GER (port P2)
Function: The check valve prevents intake of atmospheric pressure during vacuum operation.
Standard design: stainless steel 1.4305, max. operating pressure 350 bar
approx. dimensions (mm)

63

Ø 25

Ø6

18

Ø6

18

A/F22

A/F22

Part No.

Description

C20010

Check valve

6 Vent fitting
Application: For the types GE and GER of TV17 series (port P2)
Function: The venting line can be positioned in each direction
Standard design: stainless steel 1.4305
approx. dimensions (mm)

15.4

Ø6

G1/8“

A/F14

5.6

Part No.

Description

C1-112557

Vent fitting (without tube)

| www.weh.com
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» Accessories
7 Adaptor incl. locking nut
Application: Easy intallation of valves in pipes or complete gas systems (port B1/B2)
Standard design: Adaptor in stainless steel 1.4305; locking nut in brass; plane sealing
approx. dimensions (mm)

L1

B1

B2

L2

A/F

External thread with 24° cone (Ermeto)
Part No.

DN

Connection B1
(internal thread)

Connection B2
(external thread)

L1

L2

A/F

C1-75267

12

UNF 1 3/8“-12

M24x1.5

55

40

22

approx. dimensions (mm)

L1

B1

B2

L2

A/F

Tube connection with double ferrule fitting
Part No.

DN

Connection B1
(internal thread)

Connection B2

L1

L2

A/F

C1-75940

12

UNF 1 3/8“-12

Tube Ø 16

65

50

22

approx. dimensions (mm)

L1

B1

B2

L2

A/F

Connection on ‘G‘-thread acc. to DIN 259

22

Part No.

DN

Connection B1
(internal thread)

Connection B2
(internal thread)

L1

L2

A/F

C1-76974

12

UNF 1 3/8“-12

G1/4“

54

39

22

C1-78440

12

UNF 1 3/8“-12

G3/8“

55

40

21
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» Accessories
approx. dimensions (mm)

L1

B1

B2

L2

Welding adaptor
Part No.

DN

Connection B1
(internal thread)

Connection B2

L1

L2

C1-84783

12

UNF 1 3/8“-12

Tube Ø 16

54

39

C1-88193

12

UNF 1 3/8“-12

Tube Ø 20

84

69

Other adaptors on request.
Filter TSF4
Application: For installation in gas mixing plants
Function: For removing dirt particles in the gas flow
Standard design: Brass, seals in EPDM resp. FKM
approx. dimensions (mm)

125
20

B1

B2

Ø 59

20

A/F54

A/F54

Description

Filter
(micron)

Connection B1
(external thread)

Connection B2
(external thread)

C1-82292

TSF4

40

UNF 1 3/8“-12*

UNF 1 3/8“-12*

C1-125920**

TSF4

40

UNF 1 3/8“-12*

UNF 1 3/8“-12*

Filter element

-

-

-

Part No.

C1-91040
* acc. to SAE J514
** for methane
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Technical appendix

» Technical appendix
Definitions
Abbreviation

Definition

Pressure specifications
Maximum permissible operating pressure at 15 °C and normal conditions.

Max. operating
pressure

PS

The values mentioned in this catalogue have been measured at a temperature of 15 °C.
Note: At higher operating temperatures the permissible operating pressure has to be
reduced accordingly to compensate for the effect of heat weakening component materials.
Example values see table:
Technical notes  Pressure - temperature - compensation
The admissible operating pressure has been determined as follows:
100,000 x cycles impacting the component with 125 % of the nominal pressure.
The pressure wave is sinusoidal.
The test is performed at a room temperature of approx. 20 °C.

Dimensions
L1, L2, L3 ...

Length specification

D1, D2, D3 ...

Diameter specification

Ports
B1 / B2

Media ports

M

Measuring port

P1, P2, P3 ...

Compressed air ports

Others
DN

Nominal diameter

Micron

These specifications are nominal values
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» Technical appendix
Technical notes
Term

Definition

Temperature range

The temperature ranges stated cover most common applications. The seal material used has higher or lower
temperature limits dependant on material
(e.g. NBR -30 °C up to +100 °C, FKM -20 °C up to +200 °C, EPDM -40 °C up to +150 °C).
Under such extreme temperature conditions the suitability of WEH® Products to the application has to be
checked specifically. If necessary, we can develop special solutions.

Leak rate

Leak rate: 5 x 10-3 mbar x l/s
This is the minimum leak rate. We are able to offer units with significantly lower leak rates on request. This
depends on the customers specifications (test mode, test temperature, test pressure) and the quality of the
customer‘s sample (e.g. surface finish and dimensional tolerances).

Pressure temperature compensation

For higher temperatures the max. operating pressure needs to be reduced dependant on the application.
Possible values therefore are: 50 °C - 5 %, 100 °C - 10 %, 150 °C - 20 %.
In case of doubt, please contact us! When using certain materials, for example plastics, the valves need to be
further derated.

Suitability for
application

When selecting a component, the total system design must be considered to ensure safe, trouble free
performance. The correct selection of a component, material, temperature, pressure range as well as proper
installation, operation and maintenance are the responsibility of the customer.

Symbols
Type

Pneumatic - NC

Penumatic - NO

P

P

TV17GO

TV17GE

P

-

TV17GR

P

-

TV17GER

P

-
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Brochure data

» Brochure data
Maximum care has been taken compiling this catalogue based on many years of experience.
However we must point out, that all catalogue data is only valid, if it was expressly confirmed in the individual order. We
cannot guarantee the veracity of the data and the introductions in individual cases due to the large variety of applications
for WEH® Products, and the unknown parameters and conditions of use. We have to refer to the individual order.
The limits of use for pressure, temperature etc. in this catalogue are theoretical data calculated on the basis of tests.
Because of different operating conditions we cannot guarantee that the data do accord with the special use of the client.
It has to be considered, that in the practical use interactive interferences of data parameters can cause the change of the
maximum values. Especially if the operating conditions are extreme, the WEH company must be consulted before the use
of the products. Therefore the requested values should be stated in the individual order, especially for extreme operating
conditions.
Furthermore we point out, that we cannot guarantee for misprints, uncompleted data or misinterpretation. The illustration
of the products is for demonstration only. The exact form and design of the product is only defined by the individual order.
The brochure is only an integral part of the contract, if it is agreed expressly. Dimensions and other technical data in this
catalogue are without obligation.
By the transfer of an up to date brochure or document all precursory versions will run out of validity. As a matter of principle
the latest up to date version of brochures and other documents are valid. These versions can be inquired by the WEH company.
Our general terms and conditions and the agreement on protection of know-how and quality assurance are valid for consignments and all other services, unless otherwise agreed. We do not accept general terms and conditions of the purchaser.
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» Other products for the gas industry
VACUUM PRESSURE RELIEF MODULE TVS20 / TVS21
The vacuum pressure relief module is used to protect the vacuum pump from
excess pressure.
It is available with a standard vacuum check valve for inert / flammable gases
and for explosive gases a special version with a DN100 flange to allow
connection of a cover tube to conduct escaping gas to an outside location.
Please contact us!

WEH® CONNECTORS FOR FILLING GAS CYLINDERS
WEH offers a wide range of quick connectors for filling gas cylinders with
external / internal threads, Pin-Index and with / without residual pressure
valves etc.
(see catalogue No. 20)

QUICK RELEASE COUPLING TK350-TN350
The quick release coupling enables a quick and easy changeover of WEH®
connectors, whether for repair, to another type of connector or a change from
residual pressure to non residual pressure cylinder valves.
The quick release coupling consists of a type TK350 quick coupling (without
shut-off valve) for direct connection to the WEH® Connectors type TW54, TW57
and TW67 and a type TN350 nipple (without shut-off valve) for connection to
the filling hose.
Please contact us!
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» Design and production
Address: WEH GmbH Precision Connectors
		 Josef-Henle-Str. 1
		 89257 Illertissen / Germany
Internet: www.weh.com
Email: sales@weh.com
Phone: +49 7303 9609-0
Fax: +49 7303 9609-9999
For queries and further information, please do not hesitate to contact us.
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